A normogram to anticipate dimension of neo-sinuses of valsalva in valve-sparing aortic operations.
The aim of the present study was to define a method to pre-determine the correct size of neo-sinuses of Valsalva in the reimplantation type of valve-sparing aortic operation. The objective was achieved in three steps: (1) evaluation in the healthy population, of the normal size of sinuses of Valsalva expressed as the area surrounding fully opened aortic cusps, the so-called beyond leaflets area; (2) elaboration of a normogram by which, given a known annular diameter, it is possible to select the appropriate graft size to obtain a normal beyond leaflets area; (3) validation of the normogram by comparing, in a population of 20 patients undergoing a valve-sparing procedure, the predicted and observed beyond leaflets area. The following values for beyond leaflets area were observed: mean normal 320.6+/-120.6mm(2), mean predicted 355+/-63.2mm(2), mean observed 364.7+/-72.8mm(2).No significant differences were obtained for predicted versus observed values. Regression analysis showed a linear distribution with an r value of 0.95. We proposed a simplified approach for sizing of the neo-aortic root in the reimplantation type of valve-sparing aortic operation focussed on the size of sinuses of Valsalva. Our normogram showed to be reliable in anticipating beyond leaflets area. It can be helpful in avoiding the selection of an undersized or excessively oversized graft.